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I. INTRODUCTION
ORD sense disambiguation is the task of auto-W ' matically determining the appropriate senses of a word in context. It is an important and difiicult problem with many practical consequences for languagetechnology applications in information retrieval, document dasifxation, machine translation, spelling correction, parsing, speech synthesis as well as speech recognition. In order to create domain-independent applications in these areas word sense disambiguation is e ntial. So far many applications solve the problem by letting users manually switch between tailor-made domainspecific vocabularies. In contrast, successful word sense disambiguation could provide a seamless transition between domains.
The word sense disambiguation problem has been approached by traditional AI methods, such 89 handmade rule sets or semantic networks, by knowledgebased methods using dictionaries or thesauri, and by corpus-based methods [Z]. For a textbook introduction to word sense disambiguation, see [3] . The methods may vary in how Werent levels of context are selected and encoded. Rom a linguistic point of new the information included in the representation of context corresponds to approximations of morphological, syntactic and die course context. Yarowsky [4] noted that t h a e s e e m to be only one sense per collocation and that words tend to keep the same sense during a discourse. Later Martinez and Agirre 151 confirmed that the one-sengeperallocation hypothesis holds, but it is weaker on he-grained sense distinctions. In addition they showed that different topics tend to bave merent sets of collocations, which reduces the applicability of collocations o v a topic or genre variations. In this paper we evaluate genre and topic independent disambiguation effects. We therefore rely heavily on the onesemper-discourse hypothesis for single words. We take one document to he part of a discourse, but we assume no rigid division between disco-.
Corpus In [9] , an unsupervised method is proposed, which uses dusters of ambiguous words in context. The method achieves good results on a small set of words using only the two main s e w of ea& word. The method created word dusters for the same genre and topia in the training data as in the test data.
We propose a hybrid technique, which uses a selforganizing map to aeate a representation of semantic space from a massive independent document colleetion and then calibrates the representation with a small hatch of hand-tagged data from the same genre as the test data. However, the original training data for the self-organized document map was not selected for the set of words to be disambiguated and was from a diEaent genre than tbe test data.
A mathematical structure of semantic space is discussed in [lo].
Formally it is a quadruple In the same s e w that a general language thesaurus is domain independent, we take the particular document map, the creation of which is described in (11, and e duate our disambiguation method using the fine-grained word seuse distinctions of the English SENSEVAGZ data set 161.
To our knowledge, this is the first time a word sense disambiguation method using an independent largescale representation of semantic space is reported.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: First we briefly discuss the WEBSOM method, then intrcduce our disambiguation method in Section 11. The SENSEVALZ corpus and its prepmcessing are desuibed in Section 111 and the disambiguation experiments and results in Section IV. Sections V and VI present the discussion and conclusion, respectively.
A. WEBSOM document mops
The WEBSOM method It], 113) uses the SelfOrganizing Map algorithm (141 to organize a large document collection onto a twc-dimensional display called the map. Documents are encoded using the bagofwords model with word weighting. For computational r e w n s the dimensionality of the representation is reduced using random projection. The cosine measure (dot product for normalized vecton) is used for measuring similarities between documents. Documents similar in content are located near each other on the ordered map display. The visualized display with an HTML interface can he used for exploring the document collection. The SOM consists of a set of map units ordered on a two-dimensional lattice. By virtue of a model vector stored with each map unit, The document map has been calibrated w i t h word senses X and 0.
searches can be performed on the map by locating the most similar model vector for a new document or short contest.
It has been shown that the WEBSOM method is a p plicahle to various kinds of text collections, including very colloquial on-. The method is scalable, as is shown by the organization of the map of nearly 7 million patent abstracts [l] . For our disambiguation experiments we use this existing large document map with 1,002,240 map units.
When preprocessing the text, mathematical symbols and numbers were converted to dummy symbols. Originally there were 733,179 different tokens in the document collection, but a cutoff threshold was applied leaving out worda occurring less than 50 times, as well as 1,355 frequent words on a stop list. The words were reduced to their base forms and tbe remaining number of types was 43,222 words. Each document was positioned in a 43,222-dimensional space. For efficiency of map creation, the dimensionality of the vector space was condensed to 500 by the random projection procedure, which has been shown to retain the information of the original high-dimensioual space while introducing only a small amount of random noise 1151. [l] 11. WORD SENSE DISAMBIGUATION METHOD Let us asume that there is a vast general purpose document collection containing a representative sample of many di5erent areas of human endeavor, discusions or other texts representing varying discourses and different topics. One can then organize such a collection on a large document map and thus obtain a representation of semantic space.
Such a representation of semantic space can be used in m r d sense disambiguation as follows: A word in context is treated as a small document. As a cnlibrntion step, each sample, i.e., a sense-tagged word in context, is encoded as a document vector and positioned on the best-matching map location corresponding to that word and its context. The ward and its context are both used in the matching.
When an ambiguous word needs disambiguating the word in context is processed identically as the tagged samples, and the het-matching location in semantic space is found. The tag for the word is selected by a majority vote among the k nearest sensetagged samples of the same word on the map lattice, cf. Figure 1 . In case of a tie between several senses, the globally most frequent of them is chosen. A restriction' on the maximum allowed distance is Jet; if a sample lies outside of this limit, it is not considered in the vote. If no samples lie near enough (within d,,,,,) , instead of the local decision strategy a global strategy is applied: a majority vote is taken among all the s e w tagged samples of that word.
The w c e between two words in context is defined as the map lattice distance between their locations on the map. The distance between neighboring map wits is one'. A variant of the method use9 fuzzy pmitions on the WEBSOM map. A fuzzy position consists of the I best matching map locations corresponding to the word in context. For small I (e.g. I < 10) these locations are generally near ea& other, but especially for larger 1 several clusters may emerge. In this variant, the distance between words wt and wz is defined as the minimum distance between the map locations corresponding to these two words.
Once a suitable map exists, the computational complexity of the method is low and is dominated hy the search for the best matching location for the calibration and test samples. 
E . Prepmeusing of the Sense inventory
Spotting multi-word expressions was left to preprocessing with a phrase filter. For example, the word church was 4-ways ambiguous, hut the collocation 'church hell' had only one sense. Without p h titerhg the word church would in this case have been regarded as Sways ambiguous. Due to the phrase filter a compound word or phrasal verb would sometimes be falsely recognized, e.g. "The first ladies' mile in . . .", where the correct interpretation is the 'first mile' and not the 'first lady'. The f W y recognized multi-word expressions were so few (< 1 %) in the SENSEVAL training data that this was not considered important for the experiment.
After the phrase filter the words had an average of 7.2 sensa per word in context in the training data (7.4 'The aim of the organizers wsa to have 75+ 15n+Ern instances for each word, where n is the number of sensep and rn is the number of multi-word expressions for B word.
senses per word in the testing data). Nouns had 5.5 (5.6) s e m , adjectives 6.1 (6.1) and verbs 9.6 (9.8) ou the average.
C. Basehnea
The mast frequent sense baseline, which would be achieved by always selecting the most frequent of the candidate senses of a word in context, was correct in 47.6 % of the test samples. The expectation value b e line, which would be obtained by equally distributed random selection of a word sense from a full sense inventory of a word, provided 14 %correct sense assignments in the test data.
The phrase filter changes the baselines, because the full range of senses need no longer be considered. In the preprocessing we left out the proper noun and UIknown m s e a of the words. We also discarded samples with more than one tag in the training data. This already changed the expectation value and most frequent sense baseline to 28 % and 51.3 %, respectively. In addition, the phrase filter wigned the compound word and phrasal verb senses only to words identified as compounds and phrasal verbs. This further i n c r e d the most frequent sense baseline to 52.3 %.
We realized that our phrase filter introduces approximately 4.1 % ermm in the test data by not correctly identifying all compounds or phrasal verbs. This is quite a high percentage, but no time was spent on fixing the ad hoc phrase filter. The 181 faulty samples were & regarded. The most frequent sense baseline for the remaining 4147 samples was 55.1 %.
IV. DISAMBIGUATION EXPERIMENTS
W e used the training samples of the SENSEVAL-2 data, which were disambiguated words in context, for calibrating the WEBSOM map. For the parameter selection we used 10-fold cross-validation on the cdibration data to find the best-performing parameter combinations, which were then used for disambiguating the test data.
A . Pammeter selection

A . l Extent of the disambiguation context
The task was to assign the proper word sense to an ambiguous word in context. As the context of a word we used alternatively a paragraph, a sentence, a clause, or a 7-ward window in which the word occurred. The best performance in the initial study was achieved when the sentence context was used both for calibration and disambiguation.
A.2 Selectian of k
The ambiguous word in context was assigned the same sense as the most kequeot s e w of the k nearest sensedisambiguated neighbors. The parameter k was varied between 1 . . . 20 and d,,, between 1 . . . 10. Maximum performance was achieved when k = 3 and dmas = 2.
A.3 Fuzzy w. crisp positions on the map
We also evaluated the method using fuzzy positions on the WEBSOM map. A fuzzy position consisted of I best locations chosen in order of how well they matched the word in context. We evaluated the method using 1, 2, 5, 10 or 15 best locations for each word in context. fizzy locations did not improve the overall result, so we chOseI=l.
B. Test resulk
The final test results, were obtained using a separate test data set, namely the English lexical task test corpus of the SENSEVAL-2 competition. The method was evaluated on the fine-grained sense distinctions in the SENSEVAL test corpus yielding an overdl performance of (2341/4147) 56.45 % correct results with a standard deviation of 0.77 %. This was 65.3*1.8 %for adjectives, 59.6f1.2 % for nouns and 46.9f1.2 % for verbs.
If we include the 181 m o r s committed hy the phrase filter, we obtain an overall result of (2341/4328) 54.09f0.76 %.
C. Importance of the wult
The results =e statistically signiscant compared to their most frequent sense baselines on the 5 % significance level. A few methods in the SENSEVAGZ competition attempted only a small fraction of the ted samples and achieved very good results on those fractions. The supervised methods attempting >97 % of the test samples achieved an averall performance between 64.2-42.1 %. The fully wupervised methods attempting >98 % achieved 40.2-22.0 %. The proposed method would have attained position 14 among all the 28 participants of the SENSEVAL-2 competition.
The result of the proposed method is remarkable, considering that the semantic ordering of the map is formed in a fully unsupenised manner, and optimized for text exploration, not for word sense disambiguation. It can be expected that if the application task is taken into account in the construction of the map. even better disambiguation performance may be obtained. In this sense, the current work is only a preliminary study of the POtential of the method for the word sense disambiguation problem. Many of the participants in the SENSEVAL-2 competition were complex hybrid systems specifically optimized for that particular application. Our results show that a suitable representation of semantic space ean be created independently of.the domain and the application.
V. Dlscusslo~
As mentioned in Section 11, the map was used only for finding neighbors within a dmo= distance of a test word in context. If no neighbors were within reach, the word in context was disambiguated with a global most kequeut s e w vote. With the parameters determined by the cross-validation, the map was used for disambiguating 998 test samples. The portion of corred results among the samples, where the map was applied, was 61.9f1.54 % with a most frequent sense baseline of 56.6 %. It might Seem problematic tbat the map was used only for 998 of the 4157 context data samples, but this is mainly due to the small amount of calibration data. In [17), a supervised method uses a nearest neighbor algorithm directly on the training samples with 100-1300 training samples per ambiguous word with the conclusion that results improve considerably as the amount of training data increases.
The map used in the evaluation was created from 7 million documents. Some of the words in the SENSEVAGZ datawere still not in the vocabulary when the WEBSOM map was created. Despite this e.g. the adjective free, which was not in tbe training vocabul a y of the document map, performed statistically signiRcantly better than its individual baseline in the word sense disambiguation. This seems to support the assumption that the map has induced a topical and diswume ordering of wntexts, which is used as a lever in the word seuse disambiguation task.
The document map was created from patent abstracts, which meaos that the domain and the genre of the texts were fairly different from the evaluation data Even if the word was in the patent vocabulary and the word sense djstinction was of a topical n& ture, some senses might not be represented at all on the map. Examples of this are the building and the congregation -of the word church. There are no patents pertaining to the mugregation sense of church, but there are many relating to the building sense. However, the result for church/"
was not statistically significantly lower than the baseline. Only the words bum/N and begin/V perform statistically significantly below the baseline, whereas the words authority/N, channel/N, circuit/N, mouih/N, spade/N, nstmint/N, fine/A, free/A, dmss/V, driue/V, ploy/V, replace/V, serue/V and tmin/V all perform statistically signilicantly above the baseline. We see that all of the studied parts of speech are represented, but words with s e w related to the patent domain perform best in the disambiguation task, which is to be expected It might be interesting a8 a future direction to study the effects of a smaller, more general purpose document collection organized as a document map.
The WEBSOM map aims at representing topic and discourse information and disregards morpbwyntactic information. This seems to work for the disambiguation wntexts of the words mentioned above. However, in some cases rnorphosyntactic information provides important cues for disambiguation. An even better method would perbaps be obtained by combining the strengths of the topically ordered WEBSOM map with some form of morphosyntactic analysis. A simple way of doing this would be to let a linguistic preprocessor select the semes to be disambiguated on the basis of the local context leaving only the topic and discourse related ambiguities for the word-sense disambiguation in semantic space.
As reported e.g. in [l] the WEBSOM map has two different means for locating a map position for a word ' / A means adjective, IV verb and IN noun in context: document search (or content-addmssnble ~enrch) and keyword search. In the future our intent is to examine whether the keyword search mode would provide an even better basis for the disambiguation than the currently used document search.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have shown that an independent large-scale representation of semantic space can be utilized in word sense disambiguation. The current study also shows that the distributed knowledge of a WEBSOM map can be used as a representation of semantic space.
Based on the experiments it is apparent that the existing large WEBSOM map distilled from a massive patent abstract c o k t i o n provided a succe&ul represeotatiou of semantic space, even though the map and the original document collection were not.initially intended for word sense disambiguation. Constructing a map of a large balanced document collstion might yield further improvements.
What is even more interesting, the current work succeeds in sbowing experimentally what has earlier been only a hypothesis, namely that the topical ordering o b tained using the WEBSOM method truly reflects a general property of semantic representations. Moreover, the word sense disambiguation problem as well as other NLP problems deding with ledcal semantics can prw vide us indirect information regarding the properties of the cognitive semantic apparatus that humans utilize.
The fact that a property such as topical ordering manifests itself a c r m problem types and application domains is thus remarkable from the point of view of cognitive modeling: it provides strong indirect evidence in sup port of the hypothesis that a dmilar ordering may be employed also by the human brain.
